
Creatures D6 / Porg

Name: Porg

Type: Bird

Dexterity: 2D+2

Perception: 3D

Strength: 1D+1

Special Abilities

        Bite: Str +1D

Move: 24 (flying) 4 (walking)

Size: 0.3m tall

Description: Porgs were a species of sea-dwelling bird. They

were native to the planet Ahch-To, where Jedi Master Luke

Skywalker made his exile in the years prior to the Battle of

Crait.

Porgs were a species of non-sentient birds. They were stocky

in nature, with two short wings, flat, beak-less faces, and two

webbed feet. Porgs were sexually dimorphic; males were

slightly larger than females, and males also had orange plumage around the eyes. Porgs of both sexes

were covered in dense feathers, with white coloration on the body and face, and gray to brown on the

wings and back. The birds had stereoscopic vision, colored with brown irises and black pupils.

These hyper-curious, cliff-dwelling creatures were found throughout the islands of the planet Ahch-To.

They were capable of performing controlled dives into the sea, where they fetched fish to feed upon or

pass on to their otherwise helpless offspring, which were called "porglets." Porgs exhibited a roosting

behavior, and they built nests along the island cliffs. Porgs had strong natural camouflaging abilities.[5] A

group of porgs was called a "murder."

At the time of the First Order–Resistance war, when Jedi Master Luke Skywalker threw his lightsaber off

a cliff, two porgs investigated the weapon. The birds nearly activated the weapon, before they were

scared off by Rey. Shortly afterwards, another porg watched in curiosity from its nest as the Jedi Master

spearfished from an island cliff. While staying on Ahch-To, the Wookiee Chewbacca roasted two porgs

for supper. A few of the birds stared at him before he could take a bite, but Chewbacca scared them off.

Later, at least four porgs found their way aboard the Millennium Falcon and made a nest. One of them

accompanied Chewbacca during the Battle of Crait. Despite having an initial antagonism with the porgs,

Chewbacca grew to like them and became their friend.
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